APPENDICES
APPENDIX - I

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE IN THE
PADMANABHAPURAM PALACE

To visit the fort a person should pay entrance fee of Rs.50/-. This income will be spent for the maintenance work and for the salary. Another source of income comes from photography and film shooting. To take a camera with the visitor he should pay additionally Rs. 200/-. For film shooting they should pay the money hourly basis. If anything damaged (including grass, tree, etc.) fine will be collected. For one day film shooting the palace can get a large amount of money from Rs. 25000/- to 50000/-. Photography without previous permission is strictly prohibited in the museum.
APPENDIX - II

PALACE MUSEUM, PADMANABHAPURAM

IMPORTANT ITEMS EXHIBITED

1. **Stone inscriptions and copper plates**
   Most of the inscriptions and copper plates are royal proclamations of the rulers of ancient Travancore. The proclamations are of great value to the students of Travancore History. It is informative and educative to one and all who are interested in studying our past history and culture.

2. **Coins**
   They are purely Travancore coins that were in practice during different periods in the state.

3. **Weapons and implements**
   These have great value to the State of Travancore, since some of these were used by the warriors of the old state Vanad and later of Travancore.

4. **Stone images and sculptures**
   Most of the Archaeological important pieces were collected from ruins of temples etc. in North Travancore.

   Old bronze and brass vessels and lamps in different types are also exhibited in the Archaeological Museum.

   Inscriptions are also kept there in the archeological museum, it form an authentic source of information for the early history of Kerala, Majority of the inscriptions discovered from Kerala have Malayalam as the language while the character is Vatteluttu. There are also some inscriptions in Sanskrit and a few which are bilingual.
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